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Abstract

Nonrelativistic quantum mechanics and conformal quantum mechanics are de-
formed through a Jordanian twist. The deformed space coordinates satisfy the Sny-
der noncommutativity. The resulting deformed Hamiltonians are pseudo-Hermitian
Hamiltonians of the type discussed by Mostafazadeh.

The quantization scheme makes use of the so-called “unfolded formalism” dis-
cussed in previous works. A Hopf algebra structure, compatible with the physical
interpretation of the coproduct, is introduced for the Universal Enveloping Algebra
of a suitably chosen dynamical Lie algebra (the Hamiltonian is contained among its
generators).

The multi-particle sector, uniquely determined by the deformed 2-particle Hamil-
tonian, is composed of bosonic particles.
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1 Introduction

In this work we deform a non-relativistic quantum mechanical system through the Jor-
danian twist (a special case [1, 2, 3] of a non-abelian Drinfel’d twist [4, 5, 6] applied to
the Universal Enveloping of the sl(2) algebra and such that its deformation parameter
is dimensional). We make use of what can be named the “unfolded quantization frame-
work”, which has been at first discussed in [7] and further elaborated in [8]. We briefly
recall its basic tenets: at first an abstract dynamical Lie algebra Gd is introduced. It con-
tains generators which are later identified with relevant physical operators (such as the
Hamiltonian) and has the Heisenberg algebra as a subalgebra. The U(Gd) universal en-
veloping algebra possesses a Hopf-algebra structure with a correct physical interpretation
of the undeformed coproduct, in particular the additivity of the energy when construct-
ing undeformed multi-particle states (see also [9]). The universal enveloping Lie algebra
is deformed via a Drinfel’d twist (the relevant formulas for twist-deformed Hopf algebra
structures and costructures, namely generators, brackets, unit, counit, antipode, multipli-
cation, coproduct, etc., are reported in [8] and references therein and will not be repeated
here). In the case here considered, since the Jordanian twist involves the sl(2) generators,
sl(2) has to be taken as a subalgebra of Gd.

The single-particle deformed operators are recovered from the twist-deformed genera-
tors gF (gF ∈ U(Gd) is a twist-deformation of the generator g ∈ Gd). Ordinary brackets
are taken among the deformed generators (applying this scheme for an abelian-twist to
the position operators xi one induces a Bopp-shift xi

F and a constant noncommutativity
Θij obtained from [xi

F , xj
F ] = Θij [7, 8, 9]).

For what concerns the multi-particle operators, they will be constructed as coproducts
of the deformed generators (more on that later).

Once we have identified, thanks to the Hopf-algebra structure, the relevant deformed
single-particle (belonging to U(Gd)) and multi-particle generators (belonging to U(Gd) ⊗
. . . ⊗ U(Gd)), we can realize them as operators acting on the Hilbert space defined by
the Fock space of the creation and annihilation operators. At this stage, the generators
in Gd and their deformations can be identified with composite operators constructed in
terms of the creation and annihilation operators. This identification only holds at the Lie
algebra level and not within the Hopf algebra because it is spoiled by the coproduct (for
this reason one is forced to introduce and work with the Hopf algebra structure of the
Universal Enveloping Algebra of the “unfolded” Lie algebra Gd and not of the Universal
Enveloping Algebra of the Heisenberg algebra).

This general scheme was applied in [8] for the abelian twist of the d-dimensional
harmonic oscillator (producing a constant non-commutativity). We recall some of the
relevant features one encounters. The deformed 2-particle Hamiltonian, given by the un-
deformed coproduct of the deformed Hamiltonian (HF 12 ≡ ∆(HF)), is no longer additive
(HF 12 = HF 1 + HF 2 + Ω12). An extra term Ω12, which vanishes in the limit for the
deformation parameter going to zero, is induced by the deformation. The coassociativ-
ity of the coproduct implies the associativity of the deformed multi-particle Hamiltonian
(for the 3-particle Hamiltonian HF 123, the merging of the first particle with the combi-
nation of the second and of the third particle produces the same output as the merg-
ing of the third particle with the combination of the first and the second particle, i.e.
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HF 123 = HF (12)3 = HF 1(23)).
The deformed multi-particle Hamiltonians are symmetric in the exchange of parti-

cles (the particles behave as ordinary bosons even in presence of the deformation). The
convenience of using the undeformed coproduct ∆(HF) of the deformed Hamiltonian,
instead of its deformed coproduct ∆F(HF), lies on the fact that in the latter case the
symmetry under permutation is guaranteed under a twisted flip and not an ordinary
flip [10, 8]. The deformed coproduct is related to the undeformed coproduct via a twist
∆F(HF) = F∆(HF)F−1. Applied to the Hilbert space, due to the nature of the twist
operator F , deformed and undeformed coproducts are related by a unitary transforma-
tion (in the appendix we explicitly prove that deformed and undeformed coproducts are
unitarily related also when applied to n-particle sectors for n > 2).

The above properties hold true even for the Jordanian deformation. Furthermore,
highly non-trivial features are specific of the Jordanian twist. At first we should point
out that the Jordanian twist can be applied to the harmonic oscillator and/or to the
conformal quantum mechanical system, with or without a Calogero-type potential, no
matter whether the oscillatorial damping due to the DFF trick is present or not, see
[11, 12, 13]. In the presence of a Calogero potential the dynamical Lie algebra Gd becomes
infinite-dimensional because it has to be complemented by newer and newer “unfolded
generators”.

Under the Jordanian twist, the commutator between the deformed position operators
gets the same non-commutativity as the one originally introduced by Snyder in [14] (for
the spatial sector). An interesting and unexpected output is that we find a Jordanian-twist
interpretation for the Snyder noncommutativity. Applications of this kind of noncommu-
tativity have been studied, for instance, in [15, 16, 17, 18].

The Jordanian-deformed Hamiltonian HF , unlike its abelian-deformed counterpart, is
no longer Hermitian. It falls however in a well-known class of Hamiltonians (the η-pseudo-
Hermitian Hamiltonians) discussed by Mostafazadeh (see [19] and references therein). The
Hamiltonians of this class, satisfying the pseudo-hermiticity condition

HF
†

= ηHFη−1, (1)

with η a Hermitian operator, admit a real spectrum and can be mapped into Hermitian
operators by conveniently choosing the inner product of their Hilbert space. The Jorda-
nian deformation of the quantum mechanical system is a well-defined operation producing
a consistent quantum-mechanical theory. In the context of noncommutative theories, the
arising of pseudo-Hermitian Hamiltonians of the above type has been observed in [20, 21].
The treatment of the pseudo-hermiticity in these works follows the same line as the one
adopted here. Differently from our case, their noncommutativity is not derived from a
Jordanian twist.

The scheme of the paper is the following. In Section 2 we introduce the dynamical Lie
algebra Gd for the harmonic oscillator and/or the conformal quantum mechanics, which
contains sl(2) and the d-dimensional Heisenberg algebra as subalgebras. In Section 3 we
extend the Jordanian deformation of U(sl(2)) to a Jordanian deformation for U(Gd). We
present the deformed generators (including the Hamiltonian) and the commutators among
deformed position generators recovering, in particular, the Snyder noncommutativity. In
Section 4 we discuss the pseudo-hermiticity properties of the deformed single-particle
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Hamiltonian. In Section 5 we compute the Jordanian-deformed Hamiltonians for the
multi-particle sector (explicitly for n = 2, 3). In the Appendix we present the proof of the
unitary equivalence between deformed and undeformed coproduct. In the Conclusions we
present some outlooks of our results.

2 On harmonic oscillators, conformal quantum me-

chanics and their dynamical Lie algebras.

As in [8], we start with the Heisenberg algebra hd comprising generators xi, pi and h̄ (the
central charge) satisfying

[xi, pj] = ih̄δij, [h̄, xi] = [h̄, pi] = 0, (2)

with i = 1, . . . , d.
We enlarge this algebra by introducing the extra generators H, K and D, in order to

obtain a Lie algebra Gd:
Gd = {h̄, xi, pi, H,K,D}, (3)

which contains hd and sl(2) as subalgebras.
The commutation relations of Gd are consistently recovered from the Heisenberg alge-

bra after setting

H =
1

2h̄
(pipi)

K =
1

2h̄
(xixi)

D =
1

4h̄
(xipi + pixi) . (4)

As an abstract Lie algebra, Gd admits the following nonvanishing commutation rela-
tions:

[xi, pj] = ih̄δij

[D,H] = iH

[D,K] = −iK
[K,H] = 2iD

[xi, H] = ipi

[xi, D] =
i

2
xi

[pi, K] = −ixi

[pi, D] = − i
2
pi. (5)

The Hamiltonian H of the harmonic oscillator is a linear combination of H and K, so
that Gd can be regarded as the dynamical Lie algebra of the harmonic oscillator.
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If we want to introduce, for instance, Calogero potentials, which are consistent with
sl(2)-based quantum mechanics [11, 12, 13], we need to further enlarge the algebra by
introducing an extra generator N , whose commutation relations can be recovered from

N =
1

K
=

2h̄

xixi
. (6)

This extra generator makes the algebra infinite-dimensional, since we now are obliged to
introduce extra generators such as

Ni = [N, pi] , (7)

whose commutation relations are obtained by setting Ni = − 1
K2 [K, pi] = − ixi

K2 . This
requires the introduction of a new generator

Nij = [Ni, pj] , (8)

with commutation relations recovered from Nij = h̄δij
K2 − 2xixj

K3 , and so on.
There exists an sl(2) subalgebra within this larger, infinite-dimensional version of Gd,

expressed by K, D and Hg = H + gN , with g a coupling constant, satisfying

[D,Hg] = iHg

[D,K] = −iK
[K,Hg] = 2iD. (9)

3 The Jordanian twist of U(sl(2)) and the Snyder non-

commutativity.

There are only two inequivalent deformations of sl(2). The first one is the standard
deformation depending on a non-dimensional parameter q leading to the quantum group
Uq(sl(2)) [22, 23], which cannot be obtained from the Drinfel’d twist technique. The
second one, which we shall use here, is called the Jordanian deformation of sl(2) [1, 2, 3,
24, 25], and can be obtained from the twist

F = exp (−iD ⊗ σ) , (10)

where σ = ln(1 + ξH). The parameter ξ is dimensional and is taken as a real, positive
number.

We shall apply this twist to the Universal Enveloping Algebra U(Gd) described in the
previous section. As usual (see [8]), the twist induces a deformation g 7→ gF on the
generators of Gd, with gF ∈ U(Gd). Explicitly, the deformed generators are

xFi = xie
σ
2

pFi = pie
−σ

2

HF = He−σ

KF = Keσ, (11)
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the others remaining undeformed.
As we have seen, Gd is the dynamical Lie algebra for the harmonic oscillator, whose

Hamiltonian is given by H = H +K. We can therefore write its deformation as

HF = HF +KF = He−σ +Keσ. (12)

We now present the ordinary commutators of the deformed generators (this is called
the “hybrid formalism”, see [7]). The commutator of the deformed position variables
yields precisely the Snyder noncommutativity [14]:

[xFi , x
F
j ] = −iξ

2
(xFi p

F
j − xFj pFi ). (13)

The other nonvanishing commutators are

[xFi , p
F
j ] = ih̄δij +

iξ

2
pFi p

F
j

[xFi , D
F ] =

i

2
(xFi − ξxFi HF)

[xFi , H
F ] = ipFi (1− ξHF)

[xFi , K
F ] = −ξ

2
xFi

(
1 +

ξ

2
HF

)
+ iξ(KFpFi +DFxFi )

[pFi , D
F ] = −ipFi

(
1− ξ

2
HF

)

[pFi , K
F ] = −i(xFi + ξpFi D

F) +
ξ2

4
pFi H

F

[DF , HF ] = iHF(1− ξHF)

[DF , KF ] = −iKF(1− ξHF)

[KF , HF ] = 2iDF(1 + ξHF) + 2ξHF − 2ξ2(HF)2. (14)

Regarding the coproduct, as discussed in [8] and shown in appendix A, the operators
coming from the undeformed and deformed coproducts are unitarily equivalent for all n-
particle states. We are therefore entitled to use the undeformed coproduct ∆(HF), which
has the advantage of exhibiting manifest symmetry under particle exchange.

4 η-Pseudo-Hermitian Hamiltonians

Suppose we have a Hilbert space H with an operator which is to be considered the
Hamiltonian of the system. It is not always that we encounter a Hermitian operator for
that role. Here, the deformed Hamiltonian has precisely this difficulty. Indeed,

HF† = ηHFη−1, (15)

where
η = eσ = 1 + ξH. (16)
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The treatment for the type of Hamiltonian found here is to define [26, 19] an inner
product 〈〈, 〉〉 under which HF is self-adjoint. Obviously this deformed inner product
needs to satisfy some conditions, for instance, positiveness.

This different inner product is related to the usual one by

〈〈ψ, φ〉〉 = 〈ψ, ηφ〉. (17)

Note that η is a Hermitian, linear and invertible operator, and is analogous to a metric
in a usual finite-dimensional vector space.

Although as a vector space the Hilbert space endowed with the η-deformed inner
product is isomorphic to the original one, as Hilbert spaces this is not true. Thus, we
denote the Hilbert space with the η-deformed inner product as H̃. If η is positive definite,
the new inner product will also be so.

Under this inner product we have

〈〈ψ,HFφ〉〉 = 〈ψ, eσHFφ〉
= 〈eσHFe−σeσψ, φ〉
= 〈HFψ, eσφ〉
= 〈〈HFψ, φ〉〉. (18)

Therefore, under the deformed inner product the Hamiltonian becomes self-adjoint. Op-
erators such as HF , which are self-adjoint under the η-deformed inner product, are called
η-pseudo-Hermitian operators [19].

It remains to be seen if the spectrum of the η-pseudo-Hermitian Hamiltonian is real.
This will be true because the formal square root of η, ρ such that ρ2 = η, is a unitary
transformation ρ : H̃ → H, even though it is a Hermitian operator in H [27].

To see this, consider a linear transformation T : W → V between two finite-dimen-
sional vector spaces W and V . Its adjoint will then be a transformation T ‡ : V ∗ → W ∗,
where V ∗ and W ∗ are duals to the original vector spaces. Then we have, by definition,

〈w, T−1v〉W = 〈T−1‡w, v〉V , (19)

where 〈, 〉W is the inner product in W and 〈, 〉V is the one in V .
In our notation for the inner products of H and H̃ we have, for ρ = exp 1

2
σ,

〈〈ψ̃, ρ−1φ〉〉 = 〈ρ−1‡ψ̃, φ〉, (20)

with ψ̃ ∈ H̃ and φ ∈ H. Using expression (17) we also find that

〈〈ψ̃, ρ−1φ〉〉 = 〈ρψ̃, φ〉. (21)

Therefore ρ−1‡ = ρ, so that ρ is unitary when regarded as a transformation ρ : H̃ → H.
Note that ψ̃ can also be regarded as a vector in H, since H and H̃ are identified as vector
spaces.

A useful way of dealing with this scenario is to map all observables on H̃ back onto H
where the inner product is the usual one. This is done by

HF 7→ HFρ = ρHFρ−1. (22)
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The new Hamiltonian will be given by

HFρ =

(
1− ξ2

4

)
HF +KF + iξD, (23)

which is explicitly Hermitian since KF† = KF + 2iξD. For our present consideration,
ξ is a small parameter. This shows that our pseudo-Hermitian Hamiltonian is related
to a manifestly Hermitian Hamiltonian by a unitary transformation, and is therefore
guaranteed to have a real spectrum. The transformation ρ is called a pseudo-canonical
transformation; the systems described by HF in H̃ and HFρ in H are clearly physically
equivalent [28].

The Hamiltonian HFρ , expressed in terms of the position and momentum operators
via the identification (4) and after setting h̄ = 1, reads as:

HFρ =

(
1− ξ2

4

)
pipi

2 + ξpipi
+
xixi

2

(
1 + ξ

pipi
2

)
+ iξ

xipi + pixi
4

. (24)

5 The deformed multi-particle Hamiltonians

As anticipated in section 3, we shall make use of the undeformed coproduct of the de-
formed Hamiltonian. We obtain

∆(HF) = Keσ ⊗ eσ + eσ ⊗Keσ − ξ2(KH ⊗H +H ⊗KH)

+
∞∑
n=1

(−ξ)n−1
n∑
k=0

(
n

k

)
Hk ⊗Hn−k (25)

This can be written as HF 12 = HF 1 + HF 2 + Ω12. The term Ω12 can be recovered from
(25). We see from these expressions that the energy is no longer additive. The two-particle
Hamiltonian can be reexpressed in terms of the position and momentum operators via
the identification (4) and after setting h̄ = 1.

Regarding the three-particle states, the energy will still be associative. This comes
from the coassociativity of the coproduct,

∆(2)(H
F) = (id⊗∆)∆(HF) = (∆⊗ id)∆(HF), (26)

where, explicitly,

∆(2)(H
F) = [K ⊗ 1⊗ 1 + 1⊗K ⊗ 1 + 1⊗ 1⊗K][eσ ⊗ eσ ⊗ eσ

−ξ2(H ⊗H ⊗ 1 +H ⊗ 1⊗H + 1⊗H ⊗H)− ξ4(H ⊗H ⊗H)]

+
∞∑
n=1

(−ξ)n−1
n∑
k=0

(
n

k

)
k∑
l=0

(
k

l

)
H l ⊗Hk−l ⊗Hn−k (27)

The symmetry under particle exchange is guaranteed. Even in the presence of the
Jordanian deformation, the particles behave as usual bosons.
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6 Conclusions

In this paper we introduced a Jordanian deformation for the d-dimensional harmonic
oscillator and/or the conformal quantum mechanics. We used the so-called unfolded
quantization formalism based on a Hopf algebra construction which guarantees the physi-
cal interpretation of the coproduct. The Jordanian deformation is applied to a dynamical
Lie algebra which contains, as a subalgebra, both the sl(2) and the Heisenberg algebras.

We proved that the Jordanian quantization induces a consistent deformation. The the-
ory consists of bosonic particles even in the presence of the deformation. The deformed
multi-particle Hamiltonian is associative and determined by the non-additive term enter-
ing the deformed 2-particle Hamiltonian.

An interesting and unexpected feature of the Jordanian deformation is the fact that
it induces a noncommutativity of Snyder type for the deformed space coordinates. The
deformed single-particle Hamiltonian is no longer Hermitian, but it belongs to the class of
so-called η-type pseudo-Hermitian Hamiltonians discussed by Mostafazadeh. Its spectrum
is real. The pseudo-Hermitian Hamiltonian is self-adjoint under an η-modified inner
product, and can be mapped into a Hermitian Hamiltonian possessing the same spectrum.

The importance of the Jordanian deformation is that it can be applied to any system
containing an sl(2) subalgebra.

A Appendix: on the unitary equivalence of operators

based on the deformed coproduct and the unde-

formed coproduct

It has already been proven that the twist establishes a unitary equivalence between the
undeformed coproduct and its deformed counterpart. It is still left to be shown, however,
that this is true also for higher tensor products, lifted by the use of the coproduct itself.

Assume the twist F = U1 = U to be unitary under the conjugation (A⊗B)† = A†⊗B†.
The general expression for the deformed (n+1)-particle expression of an operator, written
in terms of its n-particle one, is

∆F(n+1) =
(
∆F ⊗ id⊗n

)
∆F(n), (28)

where it has been shown [29] that it is equivalent to any other ordering of ∆F and the id
identity maps.

We now assume ∆F(n) = Un∆(n)U
−1
n for some unitary operator Un. Then, the equation

above becomes
∆F(n+1) = F12

[(
∆⊗ id⊗n

)
∆F(n)

]
F−1

12 . (29)

with F12 = fα ⊗ fα ⊗ 1⊗ ...⊗ 1. This becomes

∆F(n+1) = F12

[(
(∆⊗ id⊗n)Un

) (
(∆⊗ id⊗n)∆F(n)

) (
(∆⊗ id⊗n)U−1

n

)]
F−1

12 (30)
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If Un =
∑
k
ik

k!
(u1 ⊗ ...⊗ un)k, with each ui Hermitian, then

(
(∆⊗ id⊗n)Un

)†
=
∑ (−i)n

n!
(∆(uk1))† ⊗ ...⊗ uk†n . (31)

The proof will be completed if ∆(u) is Hermitian when u is. To see this, let us assume
u = v1v2...vk for some finite k (i.e., u is not primitive, but still a monomial), where each
vi is primitive. Then

(∆(u))† = (∆(vk))
†...(∆(v1))† = (∆(v†k))...(∆(v†1)) = ∆(v†k...v

†
1) = ∆(u), (32)

since (∆(vi))
† = v†i ⊗ 1 + 1 ⊗ v†i = ∆(v†k) and u† = v†k...v

†
1. For u not a monomial this

proof generalizes trivially due to the linearity of the coproduct.
Thus, if Un is unitary with a formal expansion Un =

∑
k
ik

k!
(u1 ⊗ ... ⊗ un)k, then

Un+1 = F12((∆ ⊗ id⊗n)Un) will still be unitary. Since U1 = F is unitary this means all
n-particle operators will be unitary.

Furthermore, in the present case we have F = exp(−iD ⊗ σ), with D a primitive
element. It is therefore easy to check that we have the explicit expression

Un =
n+1∏
j=2

j−1∏
i=1

Fij

 . (33)
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